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The construction of optimal player strategies defining situations of the saddle-point type 

in certain differential games is described. The approach used to investigate the differ- 
ential games under consideration is based on [l], where we introduced the notions 

of mixed player strategies and provided an alternative which holds for this class of stra- 

tegies. The contents of the present paper are related to those of p - 51. 

1. Let the motion of a controlled system be described by an equation of the form 

dx / dt = f (t, x, u, u), x It,1 = xl) (l-1) 
Here x is an n-dimensional phase vector and f (t, x, U, v) is a continuous vector 

function which satisfies Lipschitz’ condition in X; u and u are the vector controlling 
forces at the disposal of the first and second player, respectively. We assume that the 
choice of controls u aJld u is subject to restrictions of the form 

u E P, u=Q (1.2) 
where P and Q are closed bounded sets in the corresponding vector spaces. 

The games problems (differential games) to be considered in the present paper are as 

follows. 
Problem 1.1. Let some closed sets N and G be given in the vector space p == 

= {t, XL The first player who chooses the control u seeks to effect system motion (1.1) 
in such a way that for any permissible behavior of his opponent the point p [ t] = {t, x [ tl } 
arrives at the set iv in the shortest time, and, moreover, the phase restriction p [tl E G 
holds throughout the time that the point p [t] travels from the initial state PO = 
= {to, x0) to the set N . The second player strives to achieve the opposite aim. In 

other words, he seeks to effect a system motion (1.1) in such a way that either the phase 
restriction p [t] E G is violated before the point p [t] arrives at the set N, or the 

point p [t] does not reach rhe set N within the maximum possible time interval [to. 61. 
The payoff in this differential game is defined as follows: 

r= 1 

I%[.])-to if ~[t] ={t, z[tl)EC, tu<t<fl((z[.]) 

;o if p [t*] .s G for some t, E It,), 6 (Z [ .I)] 
(1.3) 

Here 6 (2 l-1) d enotes the instant when the inclusion {t, z [t] } E: :y first occurs 

for some motion x 1 t] ; when the point p [tl = {t, II: ItI} does not arrive at N for 

t,>t, weset S(x1.1) = 00. 
In stating this problem we assume that each of the players knows the realized game 

position p It] -~ {t, J: ItI } at each instant t > t , o, but does not know the control cho- 

sen by, his opponent at this instant and subsequent instants. We shall seek the solution of 
this problem (which consists in determining the strategies yielding a saddle point) in the 
class of mixed strategies introduced in [l]. 

Problem 1.2. Let the motion of the Lontrolled system be described by Eq. (l.l), 
and let some closed set N be specified in the vector space p z {t, S}. The payoff is 
defined by the equation 
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where 4p (t, Z) is a give.n continuous function. 7’ is some finite instant which Limits the 
duration of the game, and 6 (,I. 1.1) , as above, is the instant when the point ij 111 first 

reaches .V. We assume that the first player seeks to minimize y (1.4); the second pfayer, 

on the contrary, seeks to maximize this quantinj. The character of the irlf~~rll~atioli to 
which the players have access is the same as in the previous differential game. 

As above, the problem consists in determining the player strategies which produce a 
saddle point, 

Problem 1.3. This problem differs from the previous one only in the fact that 
the payoff is defined by the relation 

y == 
1 ms, qj it. .I’) for to -.) t ,‘3 b (x [. 1). if Sjz:[.j):_T 

I .-. it @(x[[-])>T (1.5) 

In this game the first player must bring the point p It] to the set fV not later than at 
the instant t T; otherwise he loses the game. 

Problem 1. 4. The payoff in our last differential game is defined by the equation 
.‘i 

tiere ‘p ft. a) and ‘/! (f. 2) are given cwnrinuous functions which are defined for 311 

z and for f E Ito. 7’1, where 7 3-2 t,, is some finite instant; il 1’) (.r 1. i) is the 

time of initial arrival of the point (-’ ]r] at the given closed set V. The first player, who 
is free to choose the control I/, seeks to minimize 1’ (1. (i) ; the second player seeks to 

maximize it. If the point y 111 does not reach f%’ for t e it,, 7’1 we set t’ 03 and 
assume that the first player has lost the game. The character of the information made 
available to the players is the same as III the previous problems. It is clear that if the 
set 1V is defined as a hyperplane t = 6 :== const in the vector space p {t, X} the 

games problem just described hecomes a differential game with a fixed instant of ter- 
mination t = 6. 

In solving the four game problems just stated we shall use the definitions and notation 

introduced in [1]. Let us state the results of [l] which form the basis of the discussion to 

follow. 
Let IV (2, 9) be the set of points ~1’ which satisfy the following condition: wharever 

the mixed second-player strategy v -. 5’ (t, X) there exists a motion s ]t] 5 ftr 
T, 11’. L’7’, b’l such that the point p ]t] -= {t, x It]} arrives at the set M not later 

than at the instant t = 0 and the phase restriction p (~1 C!E D is fulfilled for t, < 
< f < 19 (x I-1; *T/). Here ill and 13 are some closed sets in the vector space p 
z (t, r) : the symbol 6 (X I-1; nr) denotes the instant when the condition 
{tt Lt:[tl}Eill 1s first fulfilled for some motion x ]t] . 

Theorem 1.1. If .~ri E W (t,, O), then the mixed first-player strategy U(@ = 
= UC”) (t, 2~) extremal to the system of sets w (t, 6) (to < t & 6) for any motion 

5 It1 5 It; t,, SOI li@), 17~] ensures fulfillment of the relations 

17 (X [-I; M) <if. 1’ It] E D for t,, < t<i+ (X I-1; .1) (l-7) 

If z,, @ LZ’ (1,. o),then there exists an t: > U and a mixed second-player strategy 
I/-, v, (t, T) such that the following condition is fulfilled for any motion 
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5 ItI = 5 It; to, 20, UT, V*l : 

p ItI = {t, 5 M} QG ME for t, < t < min (6, Z’ (z t-1; D)} (l-s) 

We recall that the symbol ME denotes the closed e-neighborhood of the set M, and 
rE (X [ - I; D) is the instant when the distance from the point p [tl = {f, 5 [tl } to the 
set D is first equal to the number E > 0. 

Let W, (r, 6) be the set of points NT satisfying the following condition:whatever the 
mixed first-player strategy u = u (t, z), there exists a motion z [tl = 2 [i$ r, W, 

/J, I’T 1 for which the following relation holds: 

p [tl == {t, 5 Id} E D for r < t < min (6, 6 (3~ [.I; M)} 

Theorem 1.2. If z,, EZ W, (to, 6). then the mixed second-player strategy 
I’(“) = If(‘) (t, x) extremal to the system of sets IV, (t, 6) (t, < t < 6) ensures 

that the following condition is fulfilled for any motion I(: [tl = 5 [t; t,, x,,, UT, V(e)]: 

p [tl =- {t> x [tl} E D for to < t < min (6, 6 (x I-1; M)} (1.9) 

If 50 @ lt’, (to, 6), then th ere exists an E > 0 and a mixed first-player strategy 

U, = U, (t, z) such that the following conditions are fulfilled for any motion 

5 it1 = 32 [t; to, x0, u,: VT1: 
dE (d-1; D) <6, p [t! = {t, z It]} @ M’ for to< t < P (x [*I; D) (1.10) 

Note 1.1. We recall that Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 remain valid if we interchange 

the first and second players in the definitions of the sets W (t, 6) and W, (t, 6) and 

in the statements of these theorems. 

2, In this section we consider a differential guidance game with phase restriction, i.e. 
our Game Problem 1.1. Let Mi(lj(r, ti) (t,, < r < 6) be a set of points satisfying 

the following requirement : whatever the mixed second-player strategy V I=: V (t, x), 
there exists a motion z [tl = 5 [t; b, w, UT, V] such that the following conditions 
are fulfilled: 

4r (X l.1) = 6 (z [.I; N) < 6, {t, z [tl} E G for r<i?<*((z[.l) 

We assume that there exists at least one value of the parameter 6 for which the inclu- 

sion 5s E IV(l) (to, 0) holds. Otherwise (as will be shown below) there is no first- 

player strategy which guarantees completion of the differential guidance game with 

phase restriction in a finite time. We denote by 17” the number defined by the equation 

6” = inf (6 : x0 E VW (to, 6)) (2.1) 

i.e. fi” is the lower bound of all numbers 6 for which the condition 1~~ E IY(l)(t,, 0) 

holds. We can show that the following relation is valid: 

50 E W(i)(t,, SO) (2.2) 

Clearly, the validity of inclusion (2.2) can be inferred from the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1. Let the number sequence Q.(k) and point sequence Wk satisfy the 

conditions &h‘) ) Q7 
5,’ , Wh_ E 11*‘1’ (Z, 4’k)) (Ii = 1, 2, . . .) 

lim t9” = 6*, lim wk = w* 
k+ix k-Ku 

The following inclusion then holds: 

w* E W(l) (T, a*> (2.3) 
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Proof. Ey the definition of rhe set W@) (tl S*) inclusion (2.3) musl have the fo‘oi- 
lowing meaning: whatever the mixed second-player strategy JT :.: 1’ ir: x), these exists 

a motion z* Itj = x It; Z, v*, UT, Vj such that 

11 j, Sect. 1 regarding the semicontinuity above with respect to inclusion of the system 

of motions I lb; 2, 10, ITT, V] in the variable 10). Since The sets ,V and I; are cbsed, 

expressions (2. 5) and (X.6) imply that the vector function 13~ Itj 7.. {l, X* [rr> satisfies 

t11e phase restriction f~+llf E G for T :E t <$f+ ; moreover, the inequality 6 (Sal. I! < 
/()* ,< i * xi holds, i.e. condition (‘2.4) holds for the motion ~,jf 1 . J If; T. II’*+ f .T-. i 1) 
lamma 2.1 has been proved. 

We shall call the number ib”(2.1) the instant of positional absorption of the se.t N 
mder ilie phase restriction fj i:II C. We have already shown that the instant of absorp- 

tion 2j0 has the folfowing property : for any $k (6” we have yI) G tf’fl) (I,,, $i), and 

inclusion (2.2) is fulfilled for 1’1 11’ , ISy virtue of Theorem I. 1, where we se7 M 

= N, II C, inclusion (2.2) implies that the mixed first-player strategy U(p) - 
= l/(f’)( t, 2) extrernal IV the system of sets IV(*) (t, 0’) (b,, - t 4; U”) ensures that 

the p&M 1’ f tI (C. .T {tl t arrives at N 19itti fulfitiinent of the phase restriction 

ij lrj Gz ii not later than at the instant t \‘t”, (31 the other hand, for ii < i)’ tse 

11ave *T,, G- 11”“’ (f,,. O), so that (again by virtue of Theorem 1.1) we can say that there 

exists a mixed second-player strategy I,-‘, I-, (I, J), which ensures fulfillment of 

condition (1.8). This implies thar the following theotcm is valid. 
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the set TVjf’ (r, 6; E) if and only if for any mixed first-player strategy U = u (t, 5) 
there exists a motion x [tl = x [C; z, w, U, V,] for which the following relation is 

fulfilled : 
p ((i, 5 M}; N) 2 E for T < t < rnin {I?, rE (x t-1; G)} 

The symbol p (p, N) d enotes the distance from the point p to the set N , 
Fulfillment of condition (2.7) for any motion 

5 [t] = X [t; to, X0, UT, T/""'l 

where V(e) is the mixed second-player strategy extremal to the system of sets wt’ (1, 

6; E) , follows from Theorem 1.2, in which the sets A!! and n are defined by the expres- 

sions 
IV = {p : p (p, G) 2 &>, D = {p : P (p, N> > r> 

3. In this section we consider the solution of Game Problems 1.2 and 1.3, where the 
payoff is defined by Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5), respectively. Let us introduce some new nota- 

tion. Let J$ (c) and K (c) be closed sets in the vector space p = {t, x> ; these sets 

are defined as follows: 

M (c) = (p : cp (6 4 2 4 K (c) = {p : cp (t, x) < c} (3.1) 
First let us turn to the solution of Problem 1.3. We introduce the sets B7c3) (z, T; c) 

(to < r -Cz T) consisting of all the points w which satisfy the following condition: for 

any mixed second-player strategy V = V (t, x) there exists a motion 5 [tl :-- x 16 
‘c: ti’. f.rT, VI for which the following relations are fulfilled: 

,O (x r-1) =I 10 (X I*]; N)) < T, (t, 1~’ ltl) E K (c) 
for z< t<~Y(x 1-l) (3.2) 

We denote by co the lower bound of all the numbers for which the inclusion 

holds. 
20 cz W3) (to, T; c) (3.3) 

Reasoning in the same way as we did in proving Lemma 2.1, we can show that the 

inclusion 20 Cz TV@) (to, T; c”) (3.4) 

holds ; here we must assume the existence of at least one c < 00 for which condition 
(3.3) holds. Making use of Theorem 1.1, ye can prove the following statement. 

Theorem 3.1. Differential Game 1.3 in which the payoff is given by Eq. (1.5) 
has its value given by co em: irlf (c : x0 Cl? I!‘(:$) (t,, 2’; c)}. Here the mixed first-player 

strategy [.J(‘) :=_ UC”) (t, 5) extremal to the system of sets [t-(3) (t, T; co) (l,, < t < 
,( T) guarantees completion of the game with a payoff which satisfies the inequality 
1’ 5; co ; in other words, ucr’) is the minimax strategy. For any number c < co there 
exists an t: > 0 and a mixed second-player strategy V, -= V, (t, 2; c, E) such that 

for any motion x It1 = 2 It; t,, x0, UT, V,] the following condition is satisfied: 

p ((t, x LtI), N) > E, for to < t <i min {T, 6 (x [-I; H (c))} (3.5) 

where 6 (x [ - j ; H (c)) is the instant when the point p [ 11 = (t, x [tl } arrives at 

the set If (c) for the first time. Thus, the strategy Ti, guarantees completion of the 

game with a payoff which satisfies the inequality y > C. 

Proof. Since inclusion (3.4) is valid, the definition of the system of sets It’?” (t, T; 

~‘1 (to < t :< T) and Theorem 1.1, where we set 
fV = :1’, D - A (c”, 



imply the following relations 

19 (J 1.1, < T, if. X 111: E K (C’ ) fO1 lo < t <* fj (s [. 1) 

which are valid for any motion I It] ~~ .I- It; ~1,. ~0, I,““, V, 1. ’ 
The definition of the game payoff 1’ (1.5) and expressions (3.1) imply that the extre- 

ma1 strategy ui(e) guarantees completion of the game with a payoff which satisfies the 
inequality y < co. The first statement of the theorem has been proved. 

Let c < C’ ; then, by the definition of the number r0 we have 

3‘11 q? H.(a) (t,., 7’; s) (3.6) 

Let us suppose that the second statement of the theorem is not valid, and let V =y 17 (t, 

ri be an arbitrary mixed second-player strategy. Since (3.5) does not hold, it follows 

that for any E > 0 there exists a motion .T,]I] = z It; IIs, II, C7., 1.1 and a number t* (F) 
such that the following conditions are fulfilled: 

1* (E) < 7’, {:*(E), 5, i/,*1;. c .ve (3.7) 

cp (t, XI ItI) d c for lo << 1 \< t* (f, 

Making use of the property of compactness in itself of the set of motions z [t; tn, zO, 
U,, V] (see [l],Sect. 1) and taking the limit as E + 0,we find from (3.7) that there 

exists a motion x [t] = 5 It; to, 50, Ii,., V] which satisfies conditions (3.2) for r = fo. 

Since I/ = V (t, Z) is an arbitrary second-player strategy, the inclusion 52 E W(3) (TV,, 7’; 
c) holds for the point ~~1. But this contradicts relation (3.6). which in turn proves the 

validity of the second staternent of the theorem. Theorem 3.1 has been proved. 

We note that the strategy I,-, == J7* (t, 2; c, F) can be defined as extremal to the 

system of sets IYg’ (t, 1’; c, F) (t,, -_C t 5; 7’). llere the se.ts IV!+? (z, T; c, E) 
must be defined as the collection of points w which satisfy the following condition: for 
any mixed first-player strategy u = lJ (t, .C) there exists a motion z [t] = .T [t; Z, 

w, u, v,l for which the following condition is satisfied : 

P ({h 2 [tl}, N) ,>- E for z < t ~2 mitt {7’, +f (.c 1. I; H (c))) 

Fulfillment of condition (3. 5) for any motion 

5 ftl = IT [t; to, 20, I=T, W’)l 

where v(e) is a mixed second player Strategy extremal to the system of sets wr’ (t. 2’: 

c, E), follows from Theorem 1.2, where we set M = fl (c), n = (p: p (p, II’) > F}. 
Now let us turn to Problem 1.2. It is easy to see that C;a:ne Problem 1.2 coincides 

with Differential Game 1.3 if we add the hyperplane 1 : 1‘ to the set N (the arrival 
of the point p [t] at this set coincides with the instant of termination of Game 1.3). 

Then for all motions z It] we. have 1’1’(1r [ - 1) < 7’. so that payoff (1.4) coincides with 
payoff (1. 5). Thus, Differential Game 1.2 is a particular case of Game Problem 1.3 
considered above. We therefore omit discussing this game in detail, and merely state 
the final result. 

Let W!:’ (a T. , . c> be the collection of points u’ which satisfy the following con- 
dition: for any mixed second-player strategy ‘I’ m= V (t, z) there exists a motion 

z [t] = LI: [t; r, W. C’T, 1’1 for which the relation (1, J [t]) E K (c) holds for 

z < 1 < min {T, 0 (xi- I)). 
Theorem 3. 2. Differential Game 1.2 whose payoff is given by Eq. (1.4) has its 

value given by 
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c* 0 = inf {c; x,, E Wf’ (t,, T; c)} 

Here the mixed first-player strategy I; ‘CC) 
sets I@’ (t 1’. co) (t 

= lice) (t, X) extremal to the system of 

,f t < t < T) 0-Y \ g uarantees completion of the game with a payoff 
satisfying the inequality y < c,:,O ; 
number c ( c:::’ 

in other words, L’(e) is a minimax strategy, For any 

(t, z; c, e) 
there exists a E > 0 and a mixed second-player strategy VT:+ = I/‘, 

such that the following relations are fulfilled for any motion 5 [tJ z X [t; 

1,, X”’ 1’7., IJ,l: 

0 (S [*I; 11 (c)) < T, p ({t, z It]}! N) > E for to < t < $1 (X I-1; 11 (c)) 

Thus, the strategy JJ*guarantees completion of the game with a payoff which satisfies 
the inequality y > C. 

We note that here too the strategy 17, can be defined as extremal to the system of sets 

IV(?) (t, T; c, E) (t o < t < T). Fiere the sets I%‘@)(~, T; c, E) must be defined as 
the collection of points u? which satisfy the following requirement: whatever the mixed 

first-player strategy U = u (t, x), there exists a motion 5 [t] = J [t; r, UJ, u, VT] 
such that tile conditions 

ih(z i-1; H (c)) < T, p ({t, z It]}, N) > E for 2, < t S 0 (X 1.1; 11 (c)) 

are fulfilled. 

4, Finally, let us consider Differential Game 1.4. This differential game can be 
replaced in familiar fashion by the equivalent differential game of the same form as 
1.4 whose payoff does not contain the second term. To this end we need merely add the 
new component E to the phase coordinates of system (1.1) ; the variation of this new 
component is defined by the equation 

dE ,’ dt = $ (t, z), E [t,l = 0 (4.1) 
In the differential game equivalent to the initial Game Problem 1.4 the payoff is 

given by the equation 
1’ -_ ‘p* (0, z [Ol, 5 [t)‘,i) (4.2) 

where T* (t? J’. j) = ‘p (t, 5) -i- j, ik := 6 (x 1 .I) is, as before, the instant of 
arrival of the point p ItI =.= {t. J: [tl) at the set N. From now on (to simplify our 
expressions and notation) we shall assume that the required transformations have been 

effected, and that the payoff of the game under consideration is of the form 

r+ 1J45m r ==~F($I~ xi!” (~f-i)(~~*l)< 1’) (4.2) 

.- _i_ 

Let us introduce some of the symbols to be used 

below. Let il (c) and h’ (c) be closed sets in the vector 

(t,,s,;-Y” 
spacep ; these sets are defined by the relations 

H (c) = (p : p E n-, v (f, x) b cl 
_.~ 

i K (c) m= {p : p b:- il;, (? (L z) -< c} (4. ‘t) 

Fig. 1 BY (‘” (fi) we denote the set of all numbers c which 
satisfy the following condition. 

Condition 4.1. Whatever the mixed second-player strategy v = v (t, z), 
there exists a motion 5 [tl = R’ [i; t,, xc,, C:T, 1’1 for which the following relations 
hold : 
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0 (.c 1. I) < 1’. (’ (Cf. .r [:I}, 11 (c)) 2 p Jc> 0 for t, < I I= iI (.I’ I-l) c/l.:,) 

Figure 1 shows the sets .\.. // (c) and a motion I(: ItI which satisfies condition (4.5). 
The broken curve indicates the boundary of the set If p (c). 

We denote by co the number defined by the equation 

ci : irtlc tor c t u t “’ (5) (:>CJj (/t.(i) 

The following statement is valid. 
Theorem 4.1. If c.;:-- co, then there exists a p > () and a mixed first-player 

strategy I,.,, -1 L7, (t, J-; r. fi) such that the following conditions hold for any motion 

2 ItI .I’ it: t,,. .z,,. I ,,. 1’7.1 : 

l’f (2~ [ * I) < 7’. I) ;:t, 1’ ItI}, II (c)) ;:‘z p for t, < 1 < 0 (5 i-1) (4.7) 

i.e. the strategy I! ;r) ensures completion of the game with a payoff satisfying the inequal- 
ity y ( c. On the other hand, if c < co, then for any arbitrarily small fl > 0 there 
exists a mixed second-player strategy 17, -em- J’, (t, J; C, fi) which ensures’fulfillment 

of at least one of the following two relations : 

f’ (It, .I. [!I}. TV) > 0 for t IT It,,, 7’1 (4.8) 

rnin f) ({t, .rltl}. II Cc)) :< fl for to S t G 0 (,c L-1) 

for any motion 5 itI = * If; t,,, So, i’y,, V*I. 
Proof. Let c>c”. By the definition of the number co this inequality implies the 

existence of a fi > 0 and of a c* from the set C” (B) such that the inequality c > c* 

is fulfilled. Let us introduce the system of sets Wt4) (z, T; c*, /3) (t,, < t .< 2’). We define 
the system of sets JV”’ (t, T; c*, /3) as the collection of all points w for which the follow- 
ing condition holds: for any mixed second-player strategy V == I’ (t, X) there exists a 
motion z [t] -y 5 [t; z, w, U,., I’] which satisfies the relations 

I’)’ (J [. I, Q 1‘, (1 (CL, 5 [1]), H (c*)) > fi for r < 1 <<o (SL.1) 

Since the number c* belongs to the set C” (fl), the definitions of the sets C” tf”li and 

I@.~) (t, T; c*, p) imply the validity of the inclusion 

.r,, E IV(“) (to, T; c*, B) (4.9) 

Now let us define CT0 = UO (t, z; c, @) as the strategy extremal to the system of sets 

K’(” it, I”; c*, p) . Fulfillment of relations (4.7) then follows from Theorem 1.1 where 

we set M = .V, i7 == {p: (1 (p, If (c*)) > fi), and also from relation (4. 9) and the inequa- 
lity c > c*. The validity of the inequality 1’ < c follows directly from the definition 
of payoff (4.3) and of the set II (‘1 (4.4). The first statement of Theorem 4.1 has been 

proved. 

Now let c < c3 . Then, whatever the number fi > 0.) the number 17 does not belong 
to the set (” (p). This means (by the definition of the set Co @)) that there exists a stra- 
tegy i,7,which ensures fulfillment of one of the relations of (4.8). This means that the 
second statement of Theorem 4.1 is also valid. 

Thus, Theorem 4.1 provides an estimate of the game payoff which the first player 
can ensure on his own behalf by choosing mixed strategies u,, -: [I,, (t, X; c, p) 
extremal to the system of sets W(4) (t, T; c, 0). kt us now obtain a similar estimate 
of the guaranteed payoff for the second player. 

We denote by C, (fi) the set of numbers c for which the following condition is ful- 
filled. 
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Condition 4.2. Whatever the mixed first-player strategy U = U (t, x), there 
exists a motion z fi!] = x It; t,, rO, U, VT] which satisfies the following relation: 

p ({r, 5 [tl), K (c)) 9 p > 0 for t, S t < min {T, 6 (x f-l> 

Now let cr, be a number defined by the equation 

co = sup c for c E U CO (B) @>O) (4.10) 

Theorem 4. 2. If c (co, then there exists a fi > 0 and a mixed second-player 
strategy V. = V, (t, z; c, b) such that the following relation is fulfilled for any 

motion 5 It1 = 5 It; t,, x0, UT, V,] : 

P ({C x [fl), K (4) b p for to < t & min {T, 6 (5 1.1)) (4.11) 

In other words, the strategy V, ensures that the second player completes the game with 
a payoff which satisfies the inequality y > c. On the other hand, if C > CO, then for 

any positive number @ > 0 there exists a mixed first-player strategy l.T, = U, (t, 

s; c, @) which ensures fulfillment of the following condition for any motion 5 It1 = 
= x It; to, 50, u,, V*l : 

min p ((t, 2 [tl}, K (4) < B for to < t < mirt {T, 6 (5 f-j)} f&12) 

The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1. The sole difference 

is that instead of the system of sets IV@) (r, T; c, b) (to < T < T) we must introduce the 
sets I+$) (.t, 7’; c7 fi) defined as the collections of all points tit. which satisfy the following 
requirement : for any mixed first-player strategy C = t: (t, X) there exists a motion 
5 It] == 5 [t; ‘C, w, u, v,l for which the condition 

holds. 

p ((t. z ItI), I-c Cc)) 3 P, for T<t,(min{T,ti (* [+I)} 

Since c < co, there exists a B > 0 such that 

50 E W#&, T; c, 0) (4.13) 

Assuming that V. == 1’0 (t, X; C, p) is a second-player strategy extremal to the system 

of sets I#“) (t, T; E, fi) (to q t < T) , we find that the validity of (4.11) follows from 
conditioni4.13) and Theorem 1.2, where we set M =-= R, D = (p: &p, K (c)j > fJ). 

For any p > 0 the number c does not belong to the set CU (0) if c > co, so that the 

second statement of Theorem 4.2 follows directly from the definition of the sets CO (6). 

Thus, if the numbers Co and co are defined by relations (4.6). (4. lo), then the first 
player can ensure that he will complete the game with a payoff satisfying the inequality 

y < co + a, and the second player can ensure ful~llment of the inequali~ y 2 co -a, 
where e > 0 is arbitrarily small. It is easy to see that the numbers co and c0 are related 

by the inequality c0 < co. We can show that the numbers co and co coincide under 
certain additional conditions. Specifically, as we know from Sect. 2, the differential 

guidance game has value ; in addition, as is shown below, this game can be reduced to 
a differential game in which the payoff is defined by Eq. (4.3). It is therefore interest- 
ing to determine the additional conditions which are fulfilled for this problem and ensure 
that the numbers c0 and C* coincide. We state such a condition and then prove it for the 
differential guidance game. 

Condition 4.3. For any motion x ItI = 5 It; to, X0, UT, VT], ful~llment 



of the relation (t.+, x [t, I} i I% (c), where f, < 2’. the following condition musl 
be satisfied : 

((1 (Lx [.I). x Iit (J i*l)l) ‘Z A- (c) (.<, 15) 

In addition, for any a > 0 there exists a p > (1 such that when 

{a (GX l*l), 5 1ir (X i*l)l> E 1’\’ (c), z’k (z 1 f 1) <- 7’ (G’l5) 

we have the inequality 

1’ ({t, Z [tl}, .[I (C -t- CC)) > @ for tO < t 4 6 (Z [* I) (4.16) 

for any motion 5 ftl -.I 5 It; t,, X0, fry, 1’7‘1 satisfying reiation (4.15). 
Theorem 4. 3. If (:ondition 4.3 is fulfilled, then c,, z--z co. 

Proof. Let us suppose that this is not the case, Let the numbers c and a satisfy the 

inequalities CO < c < c -+ (1 < cu. By virtue of the second statement of Theorem 4.2. 
for any arbitrarily small fi > 0 we have 

P (CL 2 ft*lf. h’ (c)) f p for tu < I, -< min [T, i? (22 I*])) 

for any motion J ft] z + [t; t,,, x0, C,, V]. where 1- : T; (1, .r) is some mixed second- 

player strategy. (Choosing from among the motions .L It] -~- 3: [t; h. xi,, I.,. I’] corre- 
sponding to distinct values of the paratneter @ > 0 some sequence which converges as 
fi --. t) whose limit we denote by .t* I11 it9 --c t -_ T), we find that {t*, I* It*]3 E/i (c). 

where t* is some number from the interva1 ]tu, ~1. We note that .f* 111 (h G t < r) coin- 

cides with one of the motions .c 11; ~II, .o, I,.,,, V] and by virtue of condition (i. 13) we 

have the inclusion (6 (.r* 1. I), .r* Ifi CJ*l. l)lJ E K (cj, wliich by virtue of (4. 15),(4.1G) 

implies rhe relation 
jk ({t, 1% I!]). II (c i-,tri’l - fi > 0 for (0 .s’_t C -.:(I, (3.” 1.1) .< 7’ 

Since 1, Is. (I, n-1 is an arbitrary ruixed second-player strategy. and since here the 

number fi > 0 dues nor depend on I’. we can state that the riuiliber c ! 11 belongs to 

the se.t C” (p). SO that c _i- (t CL ; !,llt this contradicts the assumption that c IX < (’ 
This contradiction proves the validity of Theorem 4.3, 

Setting cp :G 0, ‘1’ 2; f in (I.?;), we obtain a differential guidance game which dif- 
fers from the differential game considered in Sect.2 in the fact that it is not Whject to 

the phase restriction {t, s 1 iI } c’_=: 6’. Iiowever, this distinction makes no difference in 
the discussion to follow, (C;atne I’roblern 1.4 can be stated in such a way as to require 
fulfillment of the restriction J> if] t_-: c from the first player; Problems 1.1 and 1.4 
then coincide completely for 9-i s f), ?! li 1 . Here the introduction of the additional 

restriction p Iti ‘_‘ G does not significantly alter the proofs of the statements made in 
the present section). kt us show that Condition 4.3 is fulfilled for cp === (J. ‘1’ 1. 
i.e. for the guidance problem. 

In fact, the sets fi (c) and I\ (c)? which must he constructed in the ( II i- :!)-dimen- 
tional vector space {l: X, z1/, are defined by the conditions 

I/ (c) =- {J’ =- {t, X} e:: 11.. E =-: t - t, > C}’ K (C) {p (t, xx:} t:: iv. 

g I--. f -- t, < c} 

It is clear that the condition Ct.+., x It,]. E 1 t,]) : /i (c) implies the validity of 
the inclusion (0 (X I.]), .T [O (.r 1. I)\$ j [ft (:r [. I)]] i:j IL (c), since ik (5 [. 1) 5-C I,. 
it is equally easy tu verif;; thr validiry of inequality (4.16) if condition (4.1’)) is ful- 
filled. Thus, i.oritiiti~lr: A. ’ Il~:lds in this case. 
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Theorem 4.3 implies that Differential Game 1.4 has a value. This fact, which we 

established in Sect. 2, was inferred from the material presented in this section. We note 
that Condition 4.3 is valid in the general case, i.e. for Differential Game 1.4 in which 

cp (t, Z) z 0, Y (t, x) > 0 for all (t, z}. In addition,Condition 4.3 is also fulfilled 
for Differential Game 1.4 when its instant of termination has been specified, i. e. in 
relation (1.6) defining the payoff 6 =- T =z con&. Thus, Differential Game 1.4 with 

a fixed instant of termination also has value. The material of the present section clearly 

implies that the optimal strategies in this game are the player strategies extremal to the 
appropriately defined absorption sets W(4) (t, T) and Wp) (t, T) (t, << t < T). 

In conclusion, we cite an example in which the numbers co (4.6) and c1 (4.10) do not 
coincide. 

Let the system motion be described by the equations 

dx,tdt = b, (t)v, x1 [O] = 0 

dx,/dt =z h, (1) u, x2 [O] = 0 

where iji (tj and 0, (t) are some continuous functions satisfying the conditions 

h, (t) > 0 for 0 <t < 1, bI,(t) = 0 for t > 1 

O2 (t) =- 0 for 0 < t < 1, b, (t) > 0 for t>l 
The controls u and ~1 are subject to the restrictions 

O<u<l, --1 < L’ < 0 

The set :v consists of two points, namely 

A, = {t .= 1, J1 = 0, x2 = O}, A, m-- {t =-= 2, XI -7 0, I;! = o> 

the two straight lines 

L, :== (f -= 3, zz = O), L, =: {t = 4, .Q = 0) 
and the plane 

r = {p = {t, J,, x2] : t = 5f 

The function cp (t, xl, x2) on the set 1y is defined as follows: at the point Al and at 
the straight line L, we set cp (t, x,, xe) = 0 ; at the,point A,,at the straight line I,, , 
and at the plane I we set ‘p (t, x1, x2) : 1. 

The definitions of the numbers c’ (4.6) and c0 (4.10) imply directly that in this exam- 
ple co = 1, co = 0. 
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